
Safety Control System Standards: Comparing SIL, PL & Categories
Three primary standards are in place that define the level 
of a Safety Control System (SCS): Safety Integrity Level 
(SIL), Performance Level (PL), and Category Architecture. 
It is helpful to understand how these standard definitions 
correlate to each other, and the origin of these common 
safety definition standards. The SIL and PL are Hazard 
and Risk Assessment based, and were created and 
are maintained by the IEC and ISO, respectively. (See 
“Experience in Brief.”) These are not the only standards 
used, but if another standard is used, it is usually 
converted to SIL or PL because they are ubiquitous. 
The Assessment of a System is conducted to assign 
a required PL or SIL, depending on which standard’s 
approach is used. Only one standard may be used for a 
system because they do have nuances.

An easy way to compare these standards is to use 
Probability of Dangerous Failures Per Hour (PFHd).  
Once the PL or SIL is determined, that is then related to 
an Architecture (or Safety Structure) to meet the PFHd 

requirement. The most common Architectures, from the 
PL Standard, are called Categories. A Safety Category 
can be described as a classification of the safety-related 
parts of a control system with respect to their resistance 
to faults. In other words, a Category determines the 
components, the number of these components, and 

the circuit architecture of these components required to 
achieve the PFHd.

Generally, the safer (higher) the SIL, PL, or Category, the 
more expensive the Design of the SCS will be. The table 
on the following page relates the PFHd to each of the 
common definition standards used.
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• ISO: International Organization for Standardization. 

• IEC: International Electrotechnical Commission. 

• PL:  Performance Level Value, ISO 13849 
assessment approach. 

• SIL: Safety Integrity Level Rating, IEC 62061 
assessment approach. 

• Category, ISO 13849 description of system 
architecture.

Continued on next page. >
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CONTINUING EDUCATION
Hixson associates regularly present our experience and knowledge as well as attend various educational activities 
across the country to grow our knowledge. This month, we invite you to: 

Listen: “What You Need to Know About Industry 4.0.” A Hixson Food Plant to of the Future podcast. Available 
Now!

View: “Facility Design Strategies for a Healthy Workforce.” 
A Hixson Food Plant of the Future webinar hosted by 
International Dairy Foods Association.

CONTACT US
Direct any comments or questions to:

Warren Green, P.E., Vice President
Process Engineering Manager
wgreen@hixson-inc.com
Phone: 513.241.1230
Fax: 513.241.1287
www.hixson-inc.com

FREE WEBINAR SERIES! 
Go to www.hixson-inc.com/insights/foodplant-of-
the-future to register or access archives of Hixson’s 
webinars.

Probability of Dangerous
Failures Per hour

(PFHd)

IEC 62061
Safety Integrity Levels

(SIL)

ISO 13849-1
Performance Levels

(PL)

ISO 13849-1
Recommended Safety 

Category

10-5 < PFHd < 10
-4 N/A a b

3x10-6 < PFHd < 10
-5 1 b b

10-6 < PFHd < 3x10
-6 1 c 1(*) or 2 (**)

10-7 < PFHd < 10
-6 2 d 3

10-8 < PFHd < 10
-7 3 e 4

* Well-tried safety components
** Well-tried safety principles
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